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Tallgrass Ontario and the Habitat Stewardship Program for Species at Risk – Tom Purdy 

The Habitat Stewardship Program (HSP) allocates funds to projects that conserve and protect species at risk and their habitats and 
to help preserve biodiversity in Ontario. These funds promote the participation of local communities to help with the recovery of 
species at risk and prevent other species from becoming a conservation concern.  Tallgrass Ontario (TgO) was able to obtain a 3 
year funding commitment from this program for 10 projects annually starting in 2013. To date, 20 projects have been approved for 
the 2013 and 2014 fiscal years (see map).  

 
 

This funding provides an opportunity for landowners to partner with TgO to assist them with long term management of their 
tallgrass habitats. These new partnerships are intended to help replace some of the services previously provided by Stewardship 
Councils.  Tallgrass Ontario, through an application process assesses the identified tallgrass habitats and engages in required 
management and maintenance in cooperation with local agencies such as Conservation Authorities and Municipalities. These 
management activities include prescribed burns, invasive species removal, plant stand assessments and monitoring. 

 
        Precribed burn at Kenesserire Tallgrass Praire 
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Over the course of the project, Tallgrass Ontario (TgO) will have facilitated written agreements between landowners and local 
delivery partners for the management of crucial tallgrass habitats priority areas within the region where tallgrass prairie and 
savanna were present historically.  

 
 
Identified project sites will have any necessary or recommended management options performed on the site by the end of the third 
year. Tallgrass Ontario will also attempt to identify a lead agency and/or contractor in the local area that will be recruited to assist 
the landowner in the future with habitat management activities.  

The HSP grant is also assisting with funding for a GIS database that provides for the addition of landowner contact records into the 
database of existing tallgrass remnant and created habitats for southern Ontario. This aspect of the project increases our 
knowledge of the existence of remnant tallgrass communities as well as created tallgrass projects across southern Ontario. More 
importantly, this database helps TGO reach out to landowners to ensure these valuable landscapes are managed and preserved. 
 
For more information about the HSP program, and to apply for financial assistance in 2015, visit our website at 
http://www.tallgrassontario.org/habitat_management.html Tom Purdy is a director of Tallgrass Ontario. He currently serves on the 
executive committee as treasurer.  
 
 

 

 
Photo left – Kenesserie Tallgrass Prairie after 
prescribed burn - December 8, 2013.  
Burn photos provided by Steve Rankin. 
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Part 2: Most fit for habitation – Leo Lepiano 
 
Before I go on to make the case for these further 
examples of oak savanna in Lady Simcoe’s diary, 
let me first raise the strongest objection to my 
doing so. The Burlington and London passages 
are relatively late entries in the diary. Lady 
Simcoe has already been to both of the two 
locations for which I am about to make a case. 
Why then is she so explicit about connecting 
Burlington to London and nowhere else? How 
come she does not describe any of these other 
locations as “parks” or being “without 
underwood?” Finally, why didn’t these other 
locations strike her as being so remarkably fit for 
the “reception of inhabitants” if they shared the 
same features as the Burlington Bay oak 
savanna? 

These are three good questions, but I believe 
they can be adequately answered: Lady Simcoe, 
astute observer as she was, could not be 
expected to understand the successional stages 
of oak savanna. What she witnessed in Burlington 
struck her as being like a park. Any visitor to the 
Pinery is likely familiar with this reaction; the 
more open areas of the oak savanna (for example 
to the north-east of the parking lot for the 
Carolinian trail) look very much like parks, 
without “underwood”. However, visitors can also 
see oak savanna that is very different in 
appearance. Areas that have not been burned 
recently, such as those along the cedar trail, or 
the one-way road to the southeast of the Ausable 
channel, are approaching a closed canopy. With 
denser “underwood” and different understory 
vegetation these areas do not suggest 
comparisons to a “park” (in the sense in which it 
is being used by Lady Simcoe). Given this range 
we might understand that Lady Simcoe would not 
describe each instance of oak savanna in the 
same terms. In addition to this is the factor of 
scale; the other sites encountered by Lady 
Simcoe were not nearly as big as the one at 
Burlington Bay. In so far as fitness for habitation, 
Lady Simcoe does indeed express this in relation 
to the following examples, which we can see if 
we read closely. 

The first series of passages is from what is 
now Niagara-on-the-Lake, where the Simcoes 
stayed on two occasions: 
 

Thurs. 26th July At nine this morning we anchored at 
Navy Hall, opposite the garrison of Niagara, which 
commands the mouth of the river. Navy Hall is a house 
built by the Naval Commanders on this lake for their 
reception when here. It is now undergoing a thorough 
repair for our occupation, but is still so unfinished that 
the Governor has ordered three marquees to be 
pitched for us on the hill above the house, which is very 
dry ground and rises beautifully, in parts covered with 
oak bushes. / A fine turf leads on to woods, through 

which runs a very good road leading to the Falls [in all 
passages with italics, emphasis has been added]. 

These tents, which will be referred to several 
times, are not such that they can be pitched 
anywhere. They require an open space. The “oak 
bushes” are young oak trees. They do not 
constitute a “woods”, which Lady Simcoe 
indicates is present beyond the “fine turf”. 
Anyone who has visited a tallgrass site with 
young oak trees will understand what is meant by 
oak bushes. Could this site have recently burned? 
Further clues are given. 

It is a fine, dry, healthy spot, and the tents look 
extremely pretty among the large oaks which grow on 
the mountain. 

Again Lady Simcoe emphasizes the “dryness” 
of the location, and she describes the tents 
“among the large oaks”. This description, though 
lacking the explicit “no underwood” element, is 
very suggestive. As said before, if the large oaks 
were growing close together the tents could not 
have easily been pitched among them. And if 
there were other species of tree mixed in with 
the oak Lady Simcoe would surely have 
mentioned them as she does elsewhere in the 
diary (she was quite familiar with Southern 
Ontario’s tree species). She continues: 

My marquee commands the most beautiful view 
of the river and lake seen between the finest oak trees, 
among which there is always a breeze of wind. 

This sentence provides two more important 
pieces of evidence: the marquee among the oak 
trees has a “most beautiful view between the 
finest oak trees” i.e. the oaks are spaced out 
enough and the understory is clear enough that 
she can enjoy a view between them; it is also 
open enough for a constant “breeze of wind” to 
travel through the area. The next event described 
is quite thrilling: 

 
Mrs. Hamilton and Mrs. Richardson were with me in 
my arbour when we heard so violent a clap of thunder 
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as made us all stoop our heads; the lightning followed 
instantly. We ran into the tent, and stayed until a 
violent torrent of rain had abated. On coming out I 
observed an oak, which had stood close to the arbour, 
was much blasted by the lightning. 

 

Female Ruby-throated hummingbird (Archilochus colubris) 
sipping nectar from Scarlet bee balm (Monarda didyma)  
By JMSchneid licensed under CC BY 3.0 

 
The women, clad no doubt in dresses, were able 
to run into the tent, again suggesting that the 
oaks were without much “underwood” and had 
openings between them. That they are running 
on account of a “torrent of rain” is yet another 
piece of evidence that the canopy had large 
openings and did not provide much cover. Finally 
we have the description of an oak blasted by 
lightning. When I asked Tom Purdy - a man very 
familiar with oak savanna - about lighting and oak 
trees he told me the following saying: “Beware 
the Oak, it draws the stroke”. The larger the trees 
get (and Lady Simcoe calls these ones “large”) the 
more likely they are to draw the “stroke”. 
Perhaps there is some connection between these 
large oaks and the “oak bushes” close by? Could 
one area have burned after a similar lightning 
stroke was attracted to one of the large oaks in 
the vicinity? One final passage on this part of 
Niagara-on-the-Lake: 

Extremely hot weather. Rode to the camp [i.e. 
past the oak bushes and to the area among the large 
oaks] this evening, and found it cooler and less damp 
than at Navy Hall. The mountain is covered with a 
sweet, purple flower, the roots of which, infused in 
brandy, make a wholesome cordial. It is called Oswego 
bitter. 

Working with historic accounts of plant 
species is often very puzzling. The inconsistent 
application of common names makes it clear why 
Linnaeus developed binomial nomenclature. In 
this case the name “Oswego bitter” is unusually 
definitive. Oswego-tea is a name still applied to 
Monarda didyma and appears to have only ever 
been applied to one other plant; Monarda 
fistulosa. In Vol. 3 of An illustrated flora of the 
northern United States, Canada and the British 
possessions... by Britton and Brown (1913), pages 
131-2 read: Monarda didyma is called “Oswego 
tea, American Bee Balm” and is described as 
liking “moist soil esp. along streams”. In contrast, 
Monarda fistulosa or “Wild Bergamot”, nearly 
identical to M. didyma but purple, rather than 
scarlet in colour, is described as preferring “dry 
hills…” while also being referred to as “Oswego-
tea”. Remember that Lady Simcoe had twice 
referred to the dryness of the site. 

Wild bergamot (bee balm) (Monarda fistulosa) 

 
Though the teas from Monarda spp. are usually 
made from the leaves and flowers, perhaps this 
method of preparing the roots in brandy was also 
used? Certainly Oswego bitter is offered as an 
alternative name to Oswego tea (from a website 
about the Oswego Bitters cemetery in upstate 
New York: “The area's name probably refers to 
herbs farmers from Oswego County harvested 
there in the 1800s, which came to be known as 
Oswego bitter or Oswego tea.”), and there was a 
company who later marketed “Oswego Bitters”, 
the ingredients of which I am unable to 
determine.  

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:JMSchneid
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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However, confusion enters again with the next 
sentence: “Mr. Russell (Hon. Peter Russell) says it is a 

wild balm of Gilead, and that an oil may be extracted 
from it. The leaves, dried, are good in pea soup or 
forced meat.” 

Balm of Gilead (Cedronella canariensis)  
Stan Shebs/Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic 

 
The name Balm of Gilead has been applied to 
many different plants across the Middle East and 
Europe. In North America the name historically 
refers to a species of poplar -- Populus candicans 
-- that in no way resembles a purple flowered 
herb. Mr. (Hon.) Russell was no doubt confusing 
the Oswego bitters with Cedronella canariensis, a 
purple flower that superficially resembles 
Monarda fistulosa and goes by the name of Balm 
of Gilead. We can rule out Cedronella canariensis 
as being the plant described by Lady Simcoe 
however, as it is native to the Azores and Canary 
Islands. On the other hand, all of the botanical 
texts available on Eastern North America use 
Oswego bitters exclusively as a synonym for 
Oswego tea, and that name is reserved 
exclusively for M. didyma or else, as Britton and 
Brown, for M. didyma and M. fistulosa. 
Fortunately the description of the oil and leaves 
hold true for Monarda fistulosa; you can still buy 
Monarda fistulosa essential oil, and First Nations 
are recorded as using the leaves “for seasoning,” 
as it imparted good flavour to meat, as well as 
the “oil from the leaves… to treat respiratory 
ailments” (USDA). The Flambeau Ojibwe 

“gathered and dried the whole plant, boiling it in 
a vessel to obtain the volatile oil” (USDA).  

So why all this fuss about Monarda fistulosa? 
While it may not be exclusive to prairie, it is listed 
on TgO’s list of indicator species, as well as at 
least two others (John Curtis’s savanna list of 
prevalent savanna species and Brian Bader’s). 
Brian Bader indicates the plants affinity for 
calcareous limestone, which is plentiful in 
Niagara-on-the-Lake. It is listed in the second 
appendix (Native Plants Growing in Vestal Grove, 
1993) to William K. Stevens’ book on oak savanna 
“Miracle under the Oaks”. In an edition of the 
Journal of Botany published in 1887 Monarda 
fistulosa is described as “Very common on the 
prairies around Carberry late in July and early in 
August” (page 295) (Lady Simcoe’s diary entry is 
from July 21st). The College of St. Benedict at St. 
John’s University in St. Joseph Minnesota lists it 
among the “Native Plants used in Oak Savanna 
Restoration”, and it is also listed under the 
vegetation of Oak Openings on a site by Michigan 
State University. If the Oswego bitters with the 
purple flower that Lady Simcoe describes is 
Monarda fistulosa, then we have a very strong 
case for the small piece of land where Lady 
Simcoe lived happily in a tent being a fragment of 
oak savanna. 

Having belaboured this connection I now 
offer up the conclusive proof (which I came upon 
only after making the labour), with the help of a 
note from a version of Lady Simcoe’s Diary 
published in 1911. The note is by John Ross 
Robertson and reads: “The part "covered with 
oak bushes" is now (1911) called Paradise 
Grove.” Today Paradise Grove, Niagara-on-the-
Lake still has a black and northern pin oak 
savanna, which has been undergoing restoration 
since 2003. Case closed. 
 
Part 3: “Return of the Oaks” will appear in the 
February 2015 Blue Stem Banner. Part 1: “The Settled 
Savanna” appeared in the December 2014 issue. Leo 
Lepiano is a member of Tallgrass Ontario and resides 
in Toronto. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Stan_Shebs
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en
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Photo (Left), Page 1 - Ratibida pinnata, photographed 
at Kenesserie Tallgrass Prairie, Chatham-Kent.  Photo 
credit -Steve Rankin. 
 
Ratibida pinnata is a member of the aster family. It is 
native to Eastern United States and Ontario.  Its 
common names include gray-headed coneflower, 
yellow coneflower, praire coneflower and pinnate 
coneflower. This plant can exceed 1 meter in height. 
The flowers are tall, generally well above the highest 
leaves.  Several species of insects visit the flowers 
including bees, wasps, flies, beetles, butterflies and 
moths.  Gold finch are attracted to the seeds. The 
leaves are eaten by mammalian herbivores.  

 
 

 

 

Please visit the Tallgrass Ontario web site at http://www.tallgrassontario.org/index.html 
 
We provide comprehensive information about the creation and care of tallgrass prairie - how to plant, establish and 
maintain tallgrass prairie as well as information on Ontario native plants.   
 
Support Monarch Butterflies – Buy a TgO Pollinator Pack today 
 
Pollinator Packs:  Please help our bees. The pollinator crisis is caused in part by loss of habitat and lack of floral diversity. 
You can make a difference by planting native bee friendly flowers in your garden and encouraging your friends to do so as 
well. 
 
TALLGRASS ONTARIO SELLS POLLINATOR SEED PACKS –INDIVIDUAL SPECIES OR SPIECES MIXES. PLEASE VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE http://www.tallgrassontario.org/pollinator_packets.html AND PLACE YOUR ORDER ON-LINE.   
 
 

 

    

http://www.tallgrassontario.org/index.html
http://www.tallgrassontario.org/pollinator_packets.html

